To improve the ability of variational auto-encoders (VAE) to disentangle in the latent space, existing works mostly focus on enforcing the independence among the learned latent factors. However, the ability of these models to disentangle often decreases as the complexity of the generative factors increases. In this paper, we investigate the little-explored effect of the modeling capacity of a posterior density on the disentangling ability of the VAE. We note that the independence within and the complexity of the latent density are two different properties we constrain when regularizing the posterior density: while the former promotes the disentangling ability of VAE, the latter -if overly limitedcreates an unnecessary competition with the data reconstruction objective in VAE. Therefore, if we preserve the independence but allow richer modeling capacity in the posterior density, we will lift this competition and thereby allow improved independence and data reconstruction at the same time. We investigate this theoretical intuition with a VAE that utilizes a non-parametric latent factor model, the Indian Buffet Process (IBP), as a latent density that is able to grow with the complexity of the data. Across two widely-used benchmark data sets (MNIST and dSprites) and two clinical data sets little explored for disentangled learning, we qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrated the improved disentangling performance of IBP-VAE over the state of the art. In the latter two clinical data sets riddled with complex factors of variations, we further demonstrated that unsupervised disentangling of nuisance factors via IBP-VAE -when combined with a supervised objective -can not only improve task accuracy in comparison to relevant supervised deep architectures, but also facilitate knowledge discovery related to task decision-making.
I. INTRODUCTION
U NSUPERVISED disentangled representation learning provides a task-agnostic approach to learn latent generative factors that are semantically interpretable and mutually invariant [1] - [5] . Many of recent successes in this area are based on variational autoencoders (VAE), which modernize variational inference by using neural networks to parameterize both the likelihood of data x given latent variable y, p θ (x|y), and the approximated posterior density of y, q φ (y|x) [6] , [7] . The objective of VAE training is thus to maximize the variational evidence lower bound (ELBO) of the marginal data likelihood:
log p(x) ≥ L = E qφ(y|x) [log p θ (x|y)] − KL(q φ (y|x)||p(y)) (1) where the first term can be interpreted as data reconstruction, while the second penalty term constrains the approximated posterior density q φ (y|x) to be similar to a prior p(y) by minimizing their Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence.
To improve disentangled learning in VAE, the primary focus has been on enforcing independence among the learned latent factors, achieved by more heavily penalizing the distance from q φ (y|x) [1] or its marginal density q φ (y) [4] to a prior p(y) that is independent among dimensions. This may be strengthened by an explicit independence penalty on q φ (y), e.g., either added to the ELBO [3] or isolated from the ELBO through total-correlation decomposition [2] . These investigations, however, are carried out in the context of a Gaussian approximation of the posterior density, limiting its ability to model generative factors with increased complexity [1] .
In parallel, enabling richer posterior approximations has been an active topic of interest for improving data reconstructions in VAE [8] . This is often achieved by designing more complex densities q φ (y|x) and/or p(y) with increased modeling power. Their effect on the disentangling ability of the VAE, however, has not been considered.
In this work, we investigate the little-explored relationship between the modeling capacity of a posterior density and the disentangling ability of the VAE. Following [2] , we note that when constraining a (marginal) posterior density to an independent prior, we enforce two effects: the independence among the latent factors, and the complexity of the density. The former has to do with disentangling, while the latter affects the modeling capacity of VAE: when enforcing an independent density with limited modeling capacity, the latter creates an unnecessary tension with the reconstructing objective (data likelihood). Therefore, alternative to directly reinforcing the independence, we rationalize that a richer modeling capacity will indirectly improve disentangling by reducing this tension.
Formally, we hypothesize that an independent latent factor model with increased modeling capacity will improve disentangled learning of generative factors with increased complexity. We investigate this theoretical intuition with a VAE model that utilizes a non-parametric Bayesian latent factor model -the Beta Bernoulli process implemented via the Indian Buffet process (IBP) [9] -to model an unbounded number of mutually independent latent factors. We first evaluate this IBP-VAE on two benchmark data sets (color-augmented MNIST [10] and dSprites [11] ), where we qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrate its improved ability to disentangle a variety of discrete and continuous generative factors in com-parison to state of the arts [1] , [2] . Furthermore, supporting our theoretical intuition, we show that IBP-VAE was able to achieve improved data reconstruction as well as improved independence within the learned posterior densities compared to the use of an independent Gaussian density.
We then further demonstrate in two distinct clinical data sets that -when combined with task labels -unsupervised learning of nuisance factors can help improve the extraction of task-relevant representations while facilitating the discovery of knowledge related to task decision-making. We considered a skin lesion image data set [12] where the primary task is to classify malignant skin lesion (melanoma) from benign lesion, challenged by the need to extract subtle features relevant to melanoma detection (e.g., color and shape asymmetry) from a large variety of lesion features [13] . We also considered a clinical electrocardiogram (ECG) data set [14] where the primary task is to localize the origin of arrhythmia beat in the heart from the morphology of 12-lead ECG signals, challenged by an unknown number of nuisance factors including patient demographics, geometry, and pathology that affect ECG morphology through complex physiological processes. These challenges were evident from the limited performance of relevant supervised deep architectures on each data set, which we show could be improved by adding unsupervised disentangling of nuisance factors via IBP-VAE. Note that the effectiveness of disentangled representation learning, either fully unsupervised or combined with supervised tasks, has been little investigated in this type of clinical data sets.
To summarize, the main contributions of this work include:
• Departing from current focus on the independence of latent factors for improving disentangled representation learning, we theoretically rationalize that a richer posterior approximation, with preserved independence, will improve disentangling of generative factors by indirectly reducing the tension between the disentangling and reconstructing capacity of VAE. • Via an IBP-VAE with an infinite latent factor posterior approximation, we qualitatively and quantitatively verify our hypothesis on widely-used benchmark data sets. • We further demonstrate -for the first time on clinical data sets little explored for disentangled representation learning -that unsupervised disentangling of nuisance factors will improve supervised tasks and facilitate discovery of semantic factors relevant to task decision-making. Finally, an extended version of this work can be found in [15] . There we include background of Beta-Bernoulli process, additional results, consideration of disentanglement for the complex density that does not consider independence and visual performance on visual benchmark dataset, 3D chairs.
II. RELATED WORKS
Recent developments of unsupervised disentangled representation learning are primarily considered in the context of deep generative models, such as VAE [6] , [7] and generative adversarial networks (GAN) [16] . In β-VAE [1] , it was demonstrated that unsupervised disentanglement can be achieved by constraining the posterior density of the latent representation to be similar to an isotropic Gaussian prior with independence among each latent dimension. Following this line of rationale, better enforcing the independence among latent dimensions has been a main approach to improving disentangled learning in VAE. Examples include adding to the ELBO a penalty constraining the marginal posterior density q φ (y) to be similar to an independent prior [4] , or directly penalizing the dependence within q φ (y) through a total-correlation term, KL(q φ (y)|| i q φ (y i )), either isolated from the ELBO [2] or added to the ELBO objective [3] . In the context of GAN, it was also shown that maximizing the mutual information between the latent representation and data can help learning disentangled representations [5] . These disentangling-focused networks, however, do not consider the modeling capacity of the latent densities: on the contrary, using a common choice of independent Gaussian densities, the disentangling ability of these networks generally decreases as the number of generative factors in the data increases [1] .
In parallel, it has been widely discussed that a Gaussian assumption for the posterior density may underestimate the required complexity of the marginal posterior of the latent representation [17] , [18] . There has been an increased interest in enabling richer posterior approximations in VAE, including means to accommodate Gaussian mixture models [19] , autoregressive models [20] , and Bayesian nonparametric models [21] - [24] . In specific, non-parametric IBP has been previously considered in VAE [23] , [24] . However, while demonstrating an improvement in data reconstruction and posterior approximations, these works do not consider the role of richer posterior densities in learning disentangled representations.
The presented work can be seen as an attempt to bridge the above two lines of works. We theoretically rationalize that the independence within and the modeling capacity of the latent density are two separate effects when we regularize the posterior density: the former affects disentangling, while the latter affects data reconstruction. Alternative to directly manipulating independence, we bring a new perspective that richer posterior approximations, with preserved independence, will indirectly facilitate disentangling by reducing its competition with the reconstruction objective in ELBO. This is to our knowledge the first investigation of the role of posterior modeling capacity in disentangled representation learning.
Regarding the separation of nuisance factors for learning task-related representations, this work is marginally related to fair representation learning [25] , [26] and its applications in confounder filtering [27] . The notion of learning fair representations was introduced in [25] and later extended to VAE in [26] to obfuscate observed confounding attributes, such as age or sex [25] , from the learned representation. In application to health-care domain, an approach was presented in [27] to remove the effect of confounding factors by identifying network weights that are associated with confounding factors in the pre-trained model. All of these works, however, focus on removing a small number of observed nuisance factors while the presented work considers disentangling an unknown number of unobserved nuisance factors.
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Theoretical Intuition
As introduced earlier, the ELBO objective (1) consists of data reconstruction regularized by some constraints on the posterior density. Independence of the posterior density has been one constraint shown to be effective in improving disentangling [1] , [3] , [14] . To examine the role of other properties of the posterior pdf in disentangling, we delve further into ELBO following the decomposition in [2] , [17] :
Index-code mutual information (2) As shown, when minimizing the KL-divergence between the posterior and an independent prior density in (1), two constraints take effect: we not only promote the independence within q(y) (total-correlation term in (2)), but also constraining the shape and complexity of q(y) (the 3rd and 4th term in (2)). While the former promotes the disentangling ability of VAE, the latter -if overly limited -creates an unnecessary competition with the data reconstruction objective in ELBO (the 1st term in (2)). Therefore, if we preserve the independence but allow richer modeling capacity in the posterior density, we will lift this competition and thereby allow improved independence and data reconstruction at the same time. This is the theoretical basis of the presented hypothesis that an independent latent factor model with increased modeling capacity will improve disentangled representation learning in VAE. Below, we investigate this hypothesis with an IBP-VAE where the complexity of the posterior density is able to grow with the complexity of the data.
B. Disentangling IBP-VAE 1) Generative model:
We assume that data X = {x n } N n=1 is generated by latent representations Y = {y n } N n=1 that follows a non-parametric IBP prior:
, is element-wise product, and N is the number of data samples. This representation essentially allows the model to infer which latent features captured by a n,k , k ∈ {1, ..K → ∞} is active for the observed data x n . As the active factors for each data point are inferred and not fixed, this non-parametric model is able to grow with the complexity of the data.
As defined in (3), the IBP assumes that each data point possesses feature k with independently-generated probability π k . Each z n is also modeled as a product of K → ∞ mutually independent Bernoulli distributions. Furthermore, each a n is also modeled with independent dimensions via an isotropic Gaussian density. The latent representation Y, as an elementwise product between Z and A, is therefore also independent among each feature dimension. This provides a latent factor model that is independent among dimensions but with a high modeling capacity. We then model the likelihood p θ (X|Z A) to be Gaussian (real-valued observations) or Bernoulli (binary observations) parameterized by neural networks.
2) Inference model: We introduce a variational approximation of the posterior density q φ (Z, A, ν|X, a, b) :
(4) where we use the Concrete distribution [28] , [29] to approximate the Bernoulli distribution, and use the Kumaraswamy distribution [21] to approximate the Beta distribution. q(ν|a, b) are parameterized by a and b, and d(x n ), μ(x n ) and σ 2 (x n ) are parameterized by neural networks. This gives rise to the presented IBP-VAE architecture as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
3) Variational inference: We derive the ELBO, obtained by minimizing the KL divergence between the true posterior and the approximated posterior, for IBP-VAE as:
(X|Z, A)p(A)p(Z|ν)p(ν) q(A|X)q(Z|X, ν)q(ν|a, b) = E q [log p(X|Z, A)] − KL(q(ν|a, b)||p(ν)) − KL(q(Z|ν, X)||p(Z|ν)) − KL(q(A|X)||p(A))
where L is optimized with respect to the network weights as well as parameters a and b. This objective function can be interpreted as minimizing a reconstruction error along with minimizing the KL divergence between the variational posteriors and the corresponding priors in the remaining terms.
C. Learning task representations
We further consider the use of disentangled representation learning in supervised learning of task with labels. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we split the latent representation y of data x into y ns and y ts . The former represents the nuisance factors that will be modeled with the IBP density and learned in an unsupervised manner, while the latter is the task-related representation that will be supervised with the task label. The likelihood function is now expressed as p θ (x|y ns , y ts ) and as before is parameterized by the decoder network. We encode the nuisance factors y ns through the stochastic encoder as described earlier, and the task-representation y ts with a deterministic encoder parameterized by φ ts . We utilize the task label by extending the unsupervised objective L in equation (5) with a supervised classification loss on the task representation:
where the hyper-parameter ζ controls the relative weight between the generative and discriminative learning, and q φts (y ts |x) is the label predictive distribution approximated by the deterministic encoder. We refer this extension as cIBP-VAE throughout this paper.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We performed three sets of experiments in four distinct data sets. This includes two widely-used benchmark data sets for unsupervised disentangled representation learning, and two real-world clinical data sets with their respective tasks of interest. Across all data sets, we evaluated the disentangling performance of the presented IBP-VAE in comparison to VAE using a standard isotropic Gaussian prior, varying the regularization parameter β for the KL penalty term in both settings (i.e., similar to β-VAE [1] , we use the term β-IBP-VAE when β > 1 is used with IBP-VAE). In the two clinical data sets, we also evaluated the performance of cIBP-VAE in the respective clinical task in comparison to supervised deep networks as well as c-VAE (similar to cIBP-VAE except the nuisance factor follows a Gaussian prior). Given the diversity of data sets being considered, detailed data description and implementation details is provide in [15] .
A. Qualitative benchmarks
We augmented the binary MNIST data set [10] by adding red, green and blue color to 3/4 th of the white characters, resulting in 4 types of colors in the data set with an input size of 2352 (3*28*28). This added a discrete nuisance factor to the inherent style variations in the original data set. We focused on the ability of IBP-VAE to disentangle color and other style variations in comparison to VAE. Fig. 2 (left) gives examples of latent space traversal of the trained IBP-VAE and VAE. As shown, IBP-VAE disentangled semantically meaningful factors such as rotation (a), digit type (c), stroke width (e), and color (f). In specific, IBP-VAE learned to encode the presence of font color by the activation of a specific latent unit: de-activation of this unit could independently remove the font color as demonstrated in Fig. 2(f) . We refer to this as a triggering unit in the rest of the paper. In comparison, VAE was not able to disentangle color from either rotation (b) or digit type (d), nor was it able to extract the generative factor of stroke width.
B. Quantitative benchmark
We considered mutual information gap (MIG) [2] to quantitatively measure disentanglement of available ground-truth factors of variation. The analysis is carried out on the dSprites [11] , dataset of 2D shapes with five known generative factors: scale, rotation, x-position, y-position and shape.
The Table I compares the MIG disentanglement scores of β-VAE and β-IBP-VAE at different values of β. Fig. 2 visualizes the disentanglement performance of these models at β = 5, along with the best results adopted from [2] . Each plot shows the relationship between the learned latent dimension (row) and the ground-truth factors (column): a successfully disentangled latent dimension should vary with only one ground-truth factor.
Across β = 1, 5 and 10, β-IBP-VAE achieved better disentanglement than the other two models. For instance, at β = 5 (Fig. 2) , β-IBP-VAE was able to clearly separate the rotation, scale, x− and y−position in comparison to β-VAE which heavily entangled rotation with position. Notably, the MIG score reported by β-IBP-VAE surpassed the best result reported in β-TCVAE [2] , a state-of-the-art disentangling VAE that improves over β-VAE by penalizing only the TC term.
C. Real-world clinical dataset
1) Skin lesion analysis: ISIC 2016 [12] is a public benchmark challenge data set consisting of dermoscopic images of skin diseases released to support the development of melanoma diagnosis algorithms. Here, we considered the task of classification of dermoscopic images into melanoma (malignant) and [2] with permission) is also presented for comparison. Each plot shows the relationship between each learned latent dimension (row) and each ground-truth factor (column): color in column one encodes high to low values from blue to red; colored lines in column two and three represent different object shapes. benign categories. The challenge of this task lies in the need to extract subtle features relevant to melanoma detection, such as color and shape asymmetry [13] , from a large variety of lesion features. To be able to interpret semantically what factors did and did not contribute to the classification, therefore, is also important for the diagnosis decision.
Task accuracy: Table II summarizes the lesion classification performance of cIBP-VAE in comparision to the baseline CNN and c-VAE, using the two metrics recommended by ISIC. The ROC curves for all the models are presented in Fig. 3  (a) . As shown, while c-VAE decreased the task performance in comparison to AlexNet, cIBP-VAE significantly improved the lesion classification accuracy (p <0.04) and improved the AUC score from 0.75 (AlexNet) to 0.79. This suggests that unsupervised disentangling of nuisance factors could improve task accuracy if such factors are properly learned, and that VAE with Gaussian density may have a limited ability to disentangle this data set given the complex factors of variations.
Uncovering and disentangling latent factors: To first compare the amount of factors of variations that could be captured by cIBP-VAE vs. c-VAE, we compared the reconstruction accuracy of both models in test data. Table II shows that the reconstruction error of cIBP-VAE was significantly lower (p < 0.01). To interpret the task-relevant representation learned by cIBP-VAE, we took the nuisance representation encoded by the cIBP-VAE from a test image and combined it with an opposite image label for reconstruction. We expected the difference between the original and reconstructed images to explain what has contributed to the classification. Fig. 3 (c) gives three such examples. Interestingly, after switching the label of a melanoma image, the reconstruction difference primarily focused on regions with asymmetry color or atypical network within the lesion, providing visual support on the subtle characteristics that justified melanoma classification. For interpretation of the nuisance factors learned by cIBP-VAE, including binary factor controlled by the triggering unit and the disentanglement analysis, refer to [15] .
2) Clinical 12-lead ECG: The ECG data set described in [14] was collected during invasive electrical stimulation in the hearts of 39 post-infarction patients. This data set was collected for the purpose of learning to localize the origin of ventricular activation from 12-lead ECG morphology. This task is challenged by significant inter-subject variations in a wide range of factors. Unlike visual disentangling in the last three data sets, these factors are not directly visible on the data, but related to it through a complex physics-based process. To add a visual factor and to test the ability of cIBP-VAE to grow with the complexity of the data, we further augmented this data set by an artifact (of size 10 for each lead) -in the form of an artificial pacing stimulus -to ∼50% of randomly selected ECG data. We compared cIBP-VAE to: 1) a supervised CNN with three-layered convolution blocks and 2) c-VAE with the same parameters and architecture of cIBP-VAE. The uncovering analysis and disentanglement of the latent factors can be found in [15] .
Task accuracy with increasing data complexity: Table II compares the classification accuracy on the test set obtained by the three models. The limited performance of CNN showed the significant challenge introduced by inter-subject variations on this data set. By adding unsupervised disentangling of nuisance factors, both c-VAE and cIBP-VAE achieved a higher classification, although cIBP-VAE significantly outperformed c-VAE either with or without the signal artifact (p < 0.03). This improvement of performance is also summarized in the ROC curves in Fig. 3 (b) , along with the value of the area under the macro-average ROC curve. It is also noteworthy that, while all models showed a decrease in classification accuracy when pacing artifacts were introduced to the data, cIBP-VAE exhibited the smallest margin of accuracy loss (↓ 0.56%), further demonstrating the advantage of IBP-VAE to grow with the complexity of the factors of variations in the data.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a VAE model with a non-parametric independent latent factor model for unsupervised learning of disentangled representations. Departing from current focus on independence, we showed how an increased modeling capacity in the latent density will improve the disentangling ability of VAE, especially as the complexity of the generative factors increases. We further showed how unsupervised disentangling of nuisance factors could improve supervised extraction of task representations as well as facilitate interpretability of the learned representations. These were demonstrated through state-of-the-art qualitative and quantitative results on widelyused benchmark data sets, as well as improved performance over supervised deep networks on clinical data sets that have been little explored for the effectiveness of disentangled representation learning.
